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1. Workshop Safety and Metals  

1.1   Types of safety: Personal, Machine, tools and workplace 

1.2   General Accident and safety precautions in mechanical workshop 

1.3   Metal: classification and types of properties 

1.4   Physical properties, identification and application: mild steel, 

stainless steel, bronze, cast iron, aluminum, copper, plastic 

 

2. Work Shop Practice  

2.1   Measuring tools and application: measuring tape, scale, try square, 

caliper, protector 

2.2   Hand tools types and application: hammer, spanner, screw driver, 

files, pliers, Chisel, hacksaw, taps and dies 

2.3   Bench work operation: object clamping on vice, filing, hacksawing, 

thread cutting 

2.4   Basic Sheet metal operation: marking, cutting and joining 

2.5   Basic operation and application: drilling, grinding, lathe, shaper and 

milling machine 

2.6   Care of hand tools in mechanical workshop 

 

3. Joining of Metals  

3.1   Difference between permanent joint and temporary joints 

3.2   Types and application: Screws, bolts, nuts, rivets, and couplings 

3.3   Arc welding: Principle, components, procedure, welding techniques, 

joints, electrode types, storing and care of electrode and other 

components 

3.4   Oxy-acetylene welding: Principle, components, procedure, welding 

techniques, types of filler rod, use of flux, types of flame and 

application, safety requirement 

3.5   Welding of metals: mild steel, cast iron, stainless steel, copper, 

bronze 

   

4. Machine Components  

4.1   Simple machines and principle: levers, inclined planes, screw jacks, 

wheel and axle 

4.2   Pulleys, bearings, belts, gear: types and purpose  

4.3   Seal and gaskets: types and purpose 

4.4   Oil and Lubricants: types and purpose 

4.5   Protective coating of metals: types and purpose 
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5. Maintenance and Repair of Hydroelectric Power Plant  

5.1   Major components of hydroelectric power plant and its purpose 

5.2   Function of mechanical component: intake gates and stoplogs,Gate 

valves,Trashracks, penstock, main inlet valve, turbine, draft tube, 

guide vane, nozzle, governor, guide bearing  

5.3   Various turbine components and their functions(Head cover,bottom 

ring,Turbine shaft,Turbine guide bearing,Shaft coupling,Wiring  

ring,Facing plate, etc.) 

5.4   Basic concept and major components of hydro generator, 

Transformer and switch yard 

5.5   Working of power plant auxiliary system: lubrication system, 

cooling system, drainage and dewatering system, air compressor 

system, pressure oil system, battery and charger,HVAC system 

diesel generator system 

5.6   Material lifting equipment and application: hoist and cranes, chain 

block, tripod stand 

5.7   Repairing of above hydromechanical and electro mechanical  

components and power house auxiliaries 

5.8   Firefighting system components and repairing 

5.9   Log sheet for operation, maintenance and repair 

5.10  Major components of diesel power station and its purpose 

5.11 Types of maintenance practices in powerplant 
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6 .   Maintenance of Vehicles and Heavy Equipments 

                 6.1   Major components of an automobile 

                 6.2  Concept of petrol and diesel engine 

                 6.3  2-stroke and 4-stroke engine 

  6.4  Various systems in automobile (fuel supply, lubrication 

suspension,     transmission system) 

6.5  Types of heavy/construction equipments, their components, uses 

and maintenance (Excavator,Loader,Dozer,Mobile 

Crane,Backhoe,Tripper,Tanker etc.) 

7.     Electricity  

     7.1  Introduction and measurement: current, voltage,Power and 

energy  

     7.2  Types of AC supply: Single phase and three phase  

     7.3  Need of electric insulation and earthing 

     7.4   Motor, Generator, Transformer: working principle and purpose  
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            7.5   Fuses and application: Effects of overloading on cables and 

motors,  electric fuses, MCB, MCCB 

7.6   Electrical safety: First aid box, first aid action, Do's and Don'ts 

8 Basics of Mathematics  

8.1   Calculation: Divide, multiplication, proportions, and percentage 

8.2   Properties: Quadrilaterals, triangles and circles 

8.3    Calculation: Perimeter, area and volume of common geometries 

8.4   Relation between volume, mass, density and weight 

9.     Institutional Know How  

9.1   General knowledge on purpose of NEA. Your role and contribution 

for the purpose 

9.2   General knowledge regarding capacities of various power plants in 

Nepal,Types of turbine used and their locations 

 

 


